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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group, and IG be the augmentation ideal in ZG, the group ring of 
G over Z. The nth dimension subgroup D,(G) is the subgroup of G consisting 
of elements x such that x - 1 EI~“, where 1 is the identity of G. Since Magnus 
[8] introduced dimension subgroups in 1937, Cohn [3], Jennings [4], Passi [lo, Ill, 
Sandling [14,15], and many others have made attacks on the dimension subgroup 
problem if D,(G) is equal to G,, for all groups G and all n 3 1, where G,, is the 
nth term in the lower central series of G with G = Gr . It is known that the 
problem is reduced to one for p-groups, and hence D,(G) = G,, for all groups 
if and only if D,(G) = G,, for all p-groups of class n - 1 [l 1, 141. 
Passi [lo, 1 I] introduced polynomial maps on a group G, and gave the following 
’ characterization to the inductive step of a possible proof: Let G be a nilpotent 
group of class n - 1 such that Dnpl(G) = G,-r , then D,(G) = G,, = 1 if and 
only if every homomorphismf : G,-r -+ T, the additive group of rationals mod 1, 
can be extended to a polynomial map $: G -+ T of degree < 12. Furthermore 
using a cohomological method he proved that D,(G) = G, , D,(G) = G3 for 
all groups, and D,(G) = G4 for all p-groups with p # 2 and for some 2-groups 
of special types. On the other hand Rips [13] gave a counterexample to Dd(G) = 
G4 such that G4 = 1 and D,(G) contains an element of order 2. 
In this paper we give a characterization of the problem for fourth dimension 
subgroups. Namely, D,(G) is equal to G4 for a p-group G of class 3 if and only 
if there exists an integral solution in some linear equations with coefficients in T 
associated with a given homomorphism #: Ga -+ T. As corollaries, it is proved 
that the exponent of D4(G)/G4 is at most 2 for all groups G, and D,(G) = G, for 
2-groups of some new types. 
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2. NOTATION AND THE PASSI’S THEOREM 
We denote by Zf the set of all nonnegative integers. Let 01,fl, and y be non- 
negative integers. Then we denote by (cy, ,B) and (01, B, y) the greatest common 
divisors of oc and p, and 01, /I, and y, respectively. Let a be a nonnegative integer. 
Then we denote by (3 and (z) th e integers a(a - I)/2 and a(a - l)(a - 2)/6, 
respectively. 
Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. If #: G -+ T is a map, then we 
denote by # 1 H the restriction of # to H. 
If H and K are subgroups of a group G, we denote by [H, K] the subgroup 
of G generated by all the commutators [x, y] = xyx-ly-l(x E H, y E K). 
The lower central series {G,} (n = 1,2,...) of a group G is defined by Gr = 
G, G, = [G, G,-,] (n > 2). If G, # 1, G,,, = 1 for some n, then we say that 
G is a nilpotent group of class n. 
We denote by ZG and I, the group ring of G over Z and the augmentation 
ideal in ZG, respectively. We write simply 1 = Ic . Now we define a dimension 
series {D*(G)} (n = 1,2,...) of G by D,(G) = {x E G [ x - 1 ~1~). 
Let G be a group, and z,k G + T a map. The map I/ can be extended by 
linearity to a homomorphism of the additive group ZG to T, which we denote 
also by 4. Then the map z,k G -+ T is called a polynomial map of degree less 
than or equal to n if $ vanishes on I*. Passi gave the following characterization to 
an inductive step by polynomial maps: 
THEOREM 1 ([ll, Theorem 4.21). Let G be a nilpotent group of class n - 1 
such that D,-,(G) = G,-, . Then D,(G) = G,, = 1 if and only if every homo- 
morphism f : G,-, -+ T can be extended to a polynomial map #: G + T of degree 
< n. 
Remark. The sufficient part of Theorem 1 is generalized, using the same 
proof, as follows. Let G be a nilpotent group of class A - 1 such that D,-,(G) = 
G,,-i . For a given positive integer 1 if every homomorphism f : Gk-, -+ T can be 
extended to a polynomial map t+k G + T of degree < n, then D,I(G) = 1. 
Throughout Sections 3 and 4, G is a finite nilpotent group of class 3. We note 
that D,(G) = G2 , D,(G) = G3, and G, is abelian. Then Gs and G/G, can be 
expressed as direct products of cyclic groups, say, 
Gz = C(Y,) x C(Y~> x **a x C(Y,), G/G, = C(h,) x C(hJ x *.a x C(h,,), 
where C(y,) (1 < 4 < m) and C(h$ (1 < i < n) are cyclic groups of orders cup- 
and Pi with generators yQ and hi , respectively. We choose a cross section w of 
the exact sequence 
n, 
l-G,-GyG/G,-1 
481/45/I-8 
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in the following manner. For simplicity we put w(h$) = xi (1 < i < n). Choose 
the elements xi such that A$ E G2. Take w&r) = xir (0 < r < ,L$). Hence 
w(hi8) = x1* (s EZ+), where s* = s - /3i[s/,3J and [ ] is the Gauss symbol. 
Finally take for bi EZ+ (1 < i < n), w(hb,3:2 .*. I@) = w(hp)w(h$) **a w(hk). 
Then any element of G can be written in the form x = y>y2 *.*y$ x2x:2 *.. .x2 
for some a9 E Z+ (1 < q < m) and bi E H+ (1 < i < n). Moreover we may put 
and 
3. NILPOTENT GROUPS OF CLASS 3 
Throughout this section G is a finite nilpotent group of class 3 under the 
conditions in Section 2. 
We need to calculate commutators of G. We note that its commutator subgroup 
G, is abelian. The following proposition may be readily proved by induction 
on m and on n using the Witt identities. 
PROPOSITION 2. We have for nonnegative integers a, , c, (1 < q < m) and bi , 
di (1 < i < n), 
[y”;y;e . . . y~x~x> . . . x;, y4’yz . . . y~xflx~ . . . x:] 
COROLLARY 3. The exponent of G, is less than or equal to /&5$, where 
{Bl 3 /% >*--> Bnl are the invariants of the finite abelian group G/G, listed so that pj 
divides pi (i < j). 
PROPOSITION 4. The integers ciO (1 < i < n, 1 < q < m), dz( 1 < i f  j < n, 
1 < q < m), and ez (1 < i < n, 1 < s, q < m) satisfy the relations: 
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(/I, , a,) e:Q = 0 
Proof. By Zassenhaus [17, Chap. III, Sect. 81 a necessary and sufficient 
condition that G is an extension of one abelian group by another, is given, 
and here G is of class 3. Write gh = /zgkl for g, h E G. Then the relations (2)-(8) 
follow easily from the conditions 
Lxi y YbJ (Bi.4 = 1 (1 < i < n, 1 < 4 < m), m* 
[Xi I $1 = 1 (1 < i < n), (3)* 
lIxi P rxj Y Ydl = 1 (1 <i,j<n,l <s<m), (4)* 
[Xi 9 Xj][Xj 9 Xi] = 1 (1 < i fj < n), (5)* 
[Xi , [Xi , xfq]= [Xj ) [Xi, xfq] = 1 (1 < i #j < n), W* 
(xfg”1 = [Xi ) Xj]l+~j+-.+=P1$J (1 < i #j < 4, (7)* 
[Xi y Xj]“Fk-l [Xj , XI,a]z*-l [Xk ) Xi]“‘-1 = 1 (1 < i <j < k d n), (8)* 
respectively. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We note that the relation (7) is reduced to, in the case p # 2, 
c cj,ef? - pjdy z 0 (mod ~17) (1 < i # j < n); (7)’ 
WJ<m 
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and in the casep = 2, 
C cj,e: - adi + (-$) lz, di5e$ 3 0 
X=3 
(mod c+) (1 < i # j < n). 
(7)” 
4. POLYNOMIAL MAPS ON A FINITE NILPOTENT GROUP OF CLASS 3 
Throughout this section G is a finite nilpotent group of class 3 under the 
conditions in Section 2. 
Let #: Ga + T be a given homomorphism. The goal of this section is to 
determine under what conditions $ can be extended to a polynomial map 
$: G -+ T of degree < 4. We also denote $ = 4. Then we note the following. 
If $ is a homomorphism on Ga and can be extended to a polynomial map from 
G to T of degree < 4, then $1 G, is a homomorphism on Ga . On the other hand 
if # is a polynomial map from G to T of degree < 4 with #(l) = 0, then # [ G1 
is a homomorphism on G, . 
We first investigate the formal property of a polynomial map of degree < 4 
on the image w(G/G& 
LEMMA 5. Let I/J: G + T be a polynomial map of degree < 4 with #(l) = 0. 
Then we have for bi EZ+ (1 < i < n), 
(9) 
Conversely let #: G --w T be a mup satisfying (9). Then we have fw b,i E Z+ 
(1 < s < 4, 1 < i < n), 
+(X~+bal+Whl . . . .+&h&An) 
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Proof. Let s be any positive integer. Then the following may be easily 
shown by induction on s: 
for any elements gi E G (1 < i Q s). Hence we easily have (9). Therefore the 
left-hand side of (10) is represented by a linear combination of #(x~x,x~) 
(I\( i < i < k < 4, #@i2xJ, #(wSa), t&w+) (1 < i < i G 4, #(xi”), 4Xx2), t&d 
(1 < i < n). Denote by D,, , D, , II;, , Oij , f>i , D[, III the coefficients of 
+(xixjxk), #(&%J, #(xix,‘), $(xtXj), #(xi”), #(of), and #(Xi), respectively. Then 
it is easy to verify directly from the definitions that Dijk = 0, D,j = 0, etc. 
For example, we show that D,jk = 0. 
we next investigate the relations for a polynomial map of degree < 4 to 
satisfy on the whole group G. 
THEOREM 6. Let #: G + T be a polynomial map of degree < 4 such that 
(G~G3isahomomorphkm~onG,. Thawehaveforca,EZ+(l <q<m),b+~Z+ 
(1 < i < n), 
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with the relations: 
- rjbi C c,gFii = 0 (bi , 6j , Ti , Tj E Z+, 1 < i < j < n), (14) 
wa(m 
and 
C {@Pi + bi)(Pjyj + bj)(B7cYk + bk) - bibjbk} Hijk = 0 
lqi<Kk(n 
where 
(bi,bi,bk,yi,yi,ykEZ+), (15) 
Fch = #(Y&d - Yf’(Yo) - #(%> f #([xi , YoI), 
Conversely let 4: G3+ T be a homomorphism. Assume that there exist some elements 
of T: u(xiXjxk) (1 < i < j < k < n), u(Xi2Xj), u(x~x,J), u(XiXj) (1 < i < j < u), 
u(xs3), u(x12), u(xi) (1 < i < n), and u(y& (1 < q < m, 1 < i < n), satzkf$ng 
the relations (11)-(15). Then 4 is well defined on the whole group G by (*) with 
$!(XiXjXk) Z U(X$jXk), #(Xi”Xj) = U(Xi2Xj), #(XiXt) = U(XiXj2), $!J(XiXj) = U(XiXj)p 
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$(Q) = u(x:), #(xi”) = u(xi2), #(xi) = u(xi), and $J(Y,x,) = z&xxi), and is a 
polynomial map from G of T of degree < 4. 
We shall show the if part of Theorem 6. 
LEMMA 7. Let 4: G + T be a polynomial map of degree < 4 such that # 1 G3 
is a homomorphism on G3 . Then we hawe (*), (1 l)-( 15). 
Proof. We note that 
+(=) = 3(.4 + $44 (z f G, , x E G), (16) 
since (z - 1)(x - 1) E I3 * I = 14. We shall show that 
$(ypy2 . . . y~x~x$ . . . xbJ 
(USE Zf, 1 < 4 <m; biE Z+, 1 <i <n). 
(17) 
Let y, y’ E G2 = D,(G) and x E G. Then $(yy’x) = #(yx) + #(y’x) - (G(X) 
since ( y - 1) ( y’ - 1)(x - 1) E 12 * I2 . I = Is. Hence it follows inductively that 
Next let y E G, = D,(G) and X, x’ E G. Then #(yxx’) = #(XX’) + $(yx) + 
HYX’) - +(Y) - IG(x) - Nx’) since (y - 1)(x - 1)(x’ - 1) E I2 -1 * I = 14. 
Hence we have inductively for bi E E+ (1 < i < n), 
Thus we have (17) and hence (*) by Lemma 5. Applying (*) for y2Xi = Xi and 
y,x$ E G2, we have 
ObMYoxi) - #(Y,) - ?wl = 0, Bd9YY-34 - #(Ycr) - VVx*)l = OT 
and hence (11). Let yily$ ***yk be any element of Ga , then we have by (16) 
#( Y~+aly~+% . . , y~+=mx~x~ . . . ,>) = $( yF . . . yz) + #( $l . . . yQ$x? . . . ,>) 
(a, E Z+, 1 < q < m, bi E Z+, 1 < i < n), 
from which we have (12) by (*). 
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Now for each i (1 < i < n $(xP+~~) = $(x$‘$~) is expressed in two 
different ways by (*) and Lemma 5: 
#(Xfiri+bi> = (piyi 3’ ““) #,(+3) _ (fjtyi + bi - 3) (8iyi; “jj 4@i”) 
+ (PsYi +*y - 2) (&Yi + b,) l&xi) 
and hence 
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If in Eq. (19) we submit the corresponding terms in (18) for both i andj, then we 
easily have (14). Finally we have 
and hence 
If in Eq. (20) we submit the corresponding terms in (18) for 1 < i < tt, and in 
(19) for 1 < i < j < n, then we easily have (15). Thus we complete the proof of 
Lemma 7. Q.E.D. 
To prove the converse part of Theorem 6, we need the following lemmas. 
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Proof. By the Witt identities and Proposition 2 we have for 1 ,< s < t < 4, 
(x;8l . . . x>)(x;tl . . . X>) 
. ,& ,;,i . . . X>, X;t’] Xytl . . . Xytn 
\. 
= n [[Xj ) Xk], XJJtfb”Jb”“fb”‘) n [lXj , xj], xj]b’“(b;‘) 
l<i<i<k<n l<i<kp 
We have, similarly and inductively, the remaining identities. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. Let z,4: G, + T be a homomorphism. Assume that there exist some 
elemt?ttS Of T: u(xixjxk) (1 < i < j < k < n), U(Xj2Xj), U(XjXF), U(XiXj) (1 < i < 
j < a), u($), u(Q), u(xJ (1 < i < ) n , and u(ypi) (1 Q 4 < m, 1 < i < 4, 
satisfying (1 I)-(15). Then I/ is well defined on the whole group G by (*) with 
#(X$%jXk) = U(X.jXjXk), #(Xj"Xj) = U(XFXj), #(XjXj2) = U(XjXj'), #(XdXj) = U(XjXj), 
#(xP) = u(xi3), +(x3 = 46% lcI(xj) = +A and !J(YGQ = u(Y,&. 
Proof. Suppose that 
a1 aa 
Yl Y2 
. . . y;mx:x2 . . . x> = y,"'yF . . . y2xfl*f2 . . . x(z/ 
with up , c, E ,?I+ (1 < q < m), bi , di E Zf (1 < i < n). Applying T, we have 
di = piiri + bi with some ri EZ+ (1 < i < n). For simplicity we write 
#*(@ *.. x>) the first half in (*) being related with #(xixjxk), ~!J(x~x~), $(XiXp), 
1cl(vA &xi”), 4(xi2), QW only hereaft er in this proof. It is easy to show by 
(ll)-(15) and ( ) * , i.e., by (11) (12), (18~(20) and (*) that 
#(gly~ . . . yzxfl . . . x2) = #(y:’ . . . y~x.yl+h . . . XBnn7n+b”) 
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- 
( c bi - l) l;sm ('Q + 1 'kCkQ) +bQ> 
1Q<n Wsn 
- c I ( 
c~ + c rkCkQ bi*(xi) 
wsm l<k<n )I = ls$<n 
Since 
(n LX; 1<i<n 
. . . x;fr:, xfil*]) y~+&<k<Jkckl . . . y%$+~la<&%mx~ . . . x; 
z.Zz Yl a1 . . . yzxp . . . ,>, 
it follows that n,cqc,,, y~-cg-Z1~k<n’tcW E G3 , and hence by (1 l), 
l<;m ('Q - '0 - l;sn 'kCkQ) #(YQ'i) - #(YQ> - (t('i)} = o c1 G i G '>* 
The value of + by (*) at (nICis, [x”,1 *. * x2;‘, xy]) I&Mm y~+xl~k<“‘kc%~ * - * x> 
is as follows: 
- 
( c bS - ') 1 iCQ + c 'kCkQ) +(YQ) 
wsn lSQ@ W<n 
c, -k 1 ykckQ bi$(xi) 
“’ X:1 + lsF<m (‘Q - ‘Q - c l<k<n ykcbl) #(YQ) 
+ 1<2m ('Q + c 'kckQ) bi#(Y&) 
Ws~ 
l&P 
- 
( c bi - ') l<gm ('Q + c 'kckQ) +(YQ) 
I<i<Ta W=Sn 
'Q -i- 1 ykckQ 
)I = 
WC4 
lS%n L&n 
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- ( c %) c ww9 
w--P lsgi<n 
which is just equal to the value of # by (*) at JJ,“’ .** ~2x2 *.. x>. Thus # is well 
defined on the whole group G by (*). 
Next we shall show that the well-defined map +: G --+ T is a polynomial map 
of degree < 4. Let W, = y?yF a** JJ~~X~X? -1. ~2 be any elements of G 
(1 < s < 4). Then by Proposition 2 and Lemma 8 we easily have for I < s < 
t <4, 
- l<-& [[XI ) Xj], x,,,it(bc) JJ [[Xi, X$], Xi-phi) 
l<i<i(n 
* r-j [[Xi )Xk], Xpib~*b~~ JJ [Xk , Xpbtr 
l<i<j<k<n l<i<k(n 
. n y;..a+%Xb;l+bt~ . . . X$+btn, 
16-P 
w, . w, . w, = fi [xi , yq]b,ta~+(bsi+btt)a,a 
W<= 
x&m 
. l<;6* [[xi , xr], x,~t((b~‘)+but(b.‘:bt’) 
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and 
. n [xk , Xi]~;eSrsa(blk+...+b*-~b)b,~ 
l<i<k@ 
. n ypalp+..‘+o,,X~l+...+b,, . . . +,,+-+b4,,. 
1s‘Km 
Therefore it is easy to show by (*) and Lemma 5 that 
~(Wl - l)V2 - l)W, - l)W4 - 1)) 
= Jln vJli% + hi + M %I + (hi + hi + hi) a441 $q[Xi , rq]) 
1&<m 
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Thus we have shown that the map t,J: G --+ T is a polynomial map of degree < 4. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 6. 
5. THE CASE WHEN G IS A P-GROUP, p # 2 
We first consider the case when G is a p-Group, p # 2. In this case one may 
prove the following result by a method similar to that used in the proof of the 
result in the case p = 2, which appears in the next section. 
THEOREM 10. Let G be a p-group of class 3 with p # 2. Let Gz and G/G2 be 
direct prod&s of cyclic groups ( y,> of order ag (1 < q < m), and of cyclic groups 
<hi) of order & (1 < i < n) with /?1 > /3z > .‘* >, /3,, , respectively. Let xi be 
representatives of hi , and put x: = yyyi” ... ~2”’ (1 < i < n), [xi , ys] = 
y;:‘r;” *a* yzz (1 <j < n, 1 < s < m). Then a homomorphism #: G3 -+ T can 
be extended to a polynomial map from G to T of degree < 4 if and only a-7 there exists 
an integral solution in the following linear equations of X, (1 < i < n, 1 < q < m) 
with coeficients in T: 
c e? @fyiq) = O (1 <i,j<n,l <s<m), (21) w<m 
(1 < i < j < u). (22) 
COROLLARY 11 (Paasi [ll, Theorem 9.21). If G is any p-group with p # 2, 
then D,(G) = G4. 
Proof. By the reduction theorem, it is enough to show that D,(G) = G., for 
anyp-group G of class 3 withp # 2. Let T* = {t E T 1 order oft is a power ofp}. 
T* is a subgroup of T and in it division by 2 is uniquely defined. Let G be as in 
Theorem 10. Since (pi, cza) #([xi, yq]) = 0, we may take 2X,/(/$, 01~) = 
-#([xi , y,]) (1 < i < n, 1 < q < m). Then we have by (4) and (7)’ of Propo- 
sition 4, 
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= ,;<, (-,d; + ,t$d7ij - 2&d;) #( yJ = 0. 
Thus Eqs. (21) and (22) have an integral solution and hence D,(G) = G4. 
Q.E.D. 
6. THE CASE WHEN G IS A ~-GROUP 
Throughout this section G is a 2-group of class 3 under the conditions in 
Section 2 with PI > /Is 3 ..* 3 /3,, . Here we determine concretely conditions 
(13)-(15) in Section 4. 
LEMMA 12. Condition (13) is satisfied for any nonnegative integers bi and r2 
ad only if $(%“), #(xi2), +(xi), #(Yr&), ad #(Yq) (1 < 4 < m) satisfr the 
following relations: 
Pi2{+(‘%7 - W(4) = 09 (23) 
Bi{C(xi3) - 3#(xi2) + 3d4xi)l = O, (24) 
( ) + {(Pi - I) ?Nxi”) - (2Bi - 4) $Cxi)l - C ciqlCl(Yq) = 0, (25) w<m 
( ) J& {N%“) - ‘!‘(xi2) - $(%)I - C Ciq{$(yqXi) - #(yq) - $(xs)> = 0. (26) lS=3 
Proof. Denote by (13) (6,) the equation (13) with the variable bi , then we have 
{(13)(bi + 1) - (13)(bi)l - {(13)(b,) - (lJ)(bi - 1)) 
= riBi{~(xd3) - 3#(%$) + W(%)) = 0 (Ti E H+), 
and hence (24). Put 6, = 0, yi = 1 in Eq. (13), then using (24) we have (25). 
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Therefore it follows from (13) that 
Put bi = yi = 1 into the above equation, then we have (26) and hence (23) by 
putting bi = 1, ri = pi - 1 into the above. Conversely it is easy to check that 
(13) follows from (23)-(26). 
Remark. If pi = 2, the relations (23)-(26) are reduced to only one relation: 
4{21cl(d - zlsgsm ~~,rlr(~,)) = 0. 
LEMMA 13. Condition (14) is satisfied for any nonnegative integers bi , b, , 
ri , and rj if and only if the following relations are satisJied: 
(P$ 9 Pj){#(x?xj) - #(xi2) - 2#(xixj) + W(%) + +(Xj)} = 0, (27) 
(Pi ? &)t.VVxixi2) - VVxj2) - 2#(xixj) + 2+(xj) + $(%)} = 0, (2f4 
( ) J& {1cl(%“%> - #(xi”) - 2d4xixj) + 2#(xi) + #(%I) 
- Bi@(Wj) - Ib(%) - #(xj)> + C cio{$(Y*xf) - #(YJ - #(%>I = 0, 
WKm 
( ) Q M-wj”> - $@i”) - W(%%) + W(%) + v+i)> 
(29) 
(30) 
Proof. In the notation of Section 4, putting ri = 0 into Eq. (14), we have 
[(bi - 1) (4) Dij + (fijrj + 2bj - 1) (Q) Dii + BjEii - C 
l<mg?l 
Cjpii] birj = 0 
for bi , bj , rj E Zf. Therefore it follows that &Dij = 0, (30), and hence &Dij = 0. 
Similarly putting rj = 0 into Eq. (14), we have IB,Dij = piD;j = 0 and (29). 
Thus we have (27)-(30). C onversely it is easy to check that (14) follows from 
(27)-(30). Q.E.D. 
Remark. If/J > pj = 2, then (28) and (30) are reduced to only one relation : 
4Mw) - VW - !4%)~ 
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Moreover if pi = & = 2, then the relations (27)-(30) are reduced to 
Finally we have easily 
LEMMA 14. Condition (15) is satis$ed for any nonnegative integers bi and rp 
(1 < i < n) if and only if the following relation is satisjied: 
(Pi ) Bj y B7c)~~(xixPk) - #(XPj) - #(%%) - 3L(+xk) + $44 + (cl(%) + $(%I> = 0 
(1 G i < j < h < n), (31) 
where (j$ , lsj , /I&) is the greatest common divisor of pi , & , and Sk , 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 15. Let $1 G -+ T be a polynomial map of degree < 4 such that its 
restriction # 1 G3 is a homomorphism on G, . Then 
- ( C bi - 1) c aq#(yq) - (
l<kpl W-P 
c aq) lsGn Wh) 
wJ<m 
(a, E Ef, 1 < q < m, bi E Zf, 1 < i < n), (32) 
with the relations: 
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Bi{$qXi”) - 3C(Xi2) + 3#(%)} = 0 (1 d i < n), (35) 
( > Q {(A - 1) !@12) - W, - 4) $q%)) - 1 c+J$yyq) = 0 (1 f  i < n), WKm 
( > 9 iltl/W) - t&i”) - gL(“%)) 
(36) 
Conversely let $I: G3 --+ T be a homomorphism. Assume that there exist some 
elements of T: +(xixjxk) (1 < i < j < k < n), $(x,2x,), Ijr(xixj$), z,!J(x~x~) 
(1 < i <j  < n), #(Xis), #(X,2), #Cxi) (1 < i 9 4, NY&) (1 < 4 d m,  1 d i G 4 
satisfying the relations (33)-(42). Then # can be extended to a polynomial map from 
G to T of degree < 4. 
Thus we have the main theorem in the case when p = 2. 
THEOREM 16. Let G be a 2-group of class 3. Let G, and G/G, be direct products 
of cyclic groups ( y,) of order CX~ (1 < q < m), and of cyclic groups (hi) of order pi 
(l<i<n) withpq32>-*->a, 
of hi, and put xi -y:“lyp ... ~2”’ (1 
respectively. Let xi be representatives 
< I+ i < n), [xj , ys] = y”?y”:” -*- y  ,,, 
(1 < j < n, 1 < s < m). Then a homomorphism $I: G, + T can ge ekended?o 
a polynomial map from G to T of degree < 4 if and only if there exists an integral 
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solution in the following linear equations of Xi, (1 < i < tz, 1 < q < m) with 
coejicients in T. 
(1 < i <j < n), w 
where Zij is the Kronecker symbol for PC; i.e., Sdj = 1 or 0 according to ,t$ = ,6, or 
/Ii > j3* , respectively. 
Proof. By Theorem 15 we may prove that there exist some elements #(x~x~~~), 
~(~&), 9(x&), $(GG>, sb3), +(x,2), v@$, and #(Y& satisfying (W-(42) 
if and only if there exists an integral solution in Eqs. (43) and (44). Assume that 
there exist some elements #(xixjxk), #(x&x,), #(x~x,~), #(+zJ, #(xi”), #(xi”), #(xi), 
and I,!J( yes) satisfying (33)-(42). Then by (33) we may put 
$(YQ%) = 4(Y*> + VW + (Bxi;) withXiQEZ (1 <i<n,l BqGm). 
i! 
(45) 
Relation (34) is equivalent to relation (43). By (33), (35), and (37), we have 
@{#(x~) - 2$(x9} = 0 and hence we may put 
Substituting (46) in (35) and (36), we have 
from which we may choose a value of #(xi). Substituting (45)-(47) in (37), we 
have xi = #6 &Q<+YI CidriQ/@i $ CXQ) - (pi/Z) Xl. NOW by (38) and (49), 
$w&j) = 9%“) + WWd - W@d - 1G(%) 
with U;j E Z (1 < i <j < n), (48) 
with Vi, E E (1 < i <j < n). (4% 
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Substituting (48) in (40), and (49) in (41), respectively, we have 
from which we may choose a value of #(xix,) - #(xi) - $(xJ. Therefore by (50) 
and (51), we have in the case when & = /3j , 
2 1 l<gpa ci  
and in the case when /3i > fij , 
Thus we have (44). Finally we may choose a value of $(xixjxlc) by (42). Conversely 
to check its converse, we have to consider only the relations between (50), (51), 
and (44). But if fii > pj , then we may take freely Uij , Uij , and if pi = /$ , then 
we may take Uij/2 = U,J2 or UJ2 + 4 according to 
respectively, Q.E.D. 
Remark. (a) Equations (43) and (44) are independent of the choice of repre- 
sentatives of hi (1 < i ,< z). 
(b) Although they are in the case when /31 >, /3s > a*. > /$ = &+i = 
and;? = 2, Eqs. (43) and (44) are invariant by the remarks below Lemmas 12 
(c) Theorem 16 is generalized as follows. In the notation of Theorem 16, 
let 1 be a positive integer. Then a homomorphism +: G,1+ T can be extended 
to a polynomial map from G to T of degree < 4 if and only if there exists an 
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integral solution in the following linear equations of Xi, (1 < i < n, 1 < 4 < m) 
with coefficients in T: 
(1 9 i <j < n). w 
Rips [13] gave a counterexample to D,(G) = G4 such that G is of class 3 and 
D,(G) contains an element of order 2. Here we prove that the exponent of D,(G) 
is at most 2 for any 2-group G of class 3. 
COROLLARY 17. Let G be any 290~~. Then the exponent of D4(G)/G4 is 
at most 2. 
F’rooJ We have only to verify that the exponent of D,(G) is at most 2 when G 
is a 2-group of class 3. By the remarks below Theorems 1 and 16, we have only 
to show that there exists an integral solution in Eqs. (43)’ and (44)‘. But it is clear 
that X, = -(/$ , czg) #([xi , y,]) (1 < i < n, 1 < Q < m) is an integral solution 
of these equations. Q.E.D. 
We may show all the results of Passi as trivial cases in our method. 
COROLLARY 18 (Passi 111, Theorem 10.11. If n = 2, i.e., G/G2 is a direct 
product of two cyclic groups, then D,(G) = G4 . 
Proof. Equations (43) and (44) in Theorem 16 have the following integral 
solution X,, = -(A , ag) Nxl , r,l>, -G = 0 (1 < 4 < m> by (4) of Prop- 
sition 4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 19 (Passi [ll, Theorem 10.11. If& = @a = ... = ,& = 2, i.e., 
at most one cyclic component C(h,) of G/G, is of order > 4, then D,(G) = G4 . 
Proof, 4, = -(PI , a,) #([xl , ygl) (1 f 4 < 4, Xi, = 0 (2 < i < n, 
1 < q < m) is an integral solution of (43) and (44) in Theorem 16. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 20. Zf M = 1, i.e., G, is cyclic, then D,(G) = G4 . 
Proof. We show that [xi , @] 2811 = 1 for 1 < i < j < n in this case. Let 
G, be a cyclic group of order n. Conditions (2)-(4) and (7) of Proposition 4 are 
as follows: 
(pi , a) ep 3 0 (mod a), cilei’ = 0 (mod a) (1 < i < n), (52) 
il $1 - e, e, = 0 (mod a) (1 < i, j < n), (53) 
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cjlefl - /3,dp + (q) d:ef s 0 (mod a) 
c,lep + ,,; - (+j d,ijep z 0 
(1 < i <j < n). (54) 
(mod a) 
By (54), we have for 1 < i < j < n, 
(mod a). 
If @,/2) d;j(e”;’ - 4’) = 0 (mod a), then by (52) it follows from the elementary 
number theory that (pi/pj) cjre, = ” - 0 (mod 01), i.e., [xi , $1 = I. Then we may 
assume that @i/2) dy(e:l - t$) + 0 (mod a) and hence dy is odd by (52). Put 
01 = 2”. Then by (53) with i = j, we may put $ = 2[(m+1)Mei with ei EZ 
(1 < i < n), where [ ] is the Gauss’ symbol. Assume that m 2 3. Then we may 
put by (54), /$ = 2[ (m+l)Pl&‘, /Ii = 2[(m+l)Pl& (&‘, B,’ E 72) since dp is odd and 
[(m+1)/2] < m- 1. Therefore (~,/2)d~(e~‘--~‘) = 22[(m+1)/21-11gi’d~‘(ei-e5) + 0 
(mod 2”). Here 2[(m + 1)/2] - 1 > m - 1, and 2[(m + 1)/2] - 1 = m - 1 
if and only if m = 2m’ with m’ E Z. Therefore by the above assumption, we have 
m = 2m’ and #$’ = &’ = 1. Then by (54), cilei + dr(l - 2m’-1ei) z 0 
(mod 2”‘). Since m’ > 1 and d? is odd, we have c,,ej is odd and hence ei = 0 
(mod 2”‘) by (52). Therefore (/3J&) cj,eil = 0 (mod 22”‘), i.e., [xi, a$] = 1. 
Thus we have shown that if 01 > 8, then [xi , $1 = 1 for 1 < i < j < n. 
Assume that 01 = 4. Then Ga is of order 2 and hence [xi, @]“‘j = 1 (1 < i < 
j < 8). Thus we have proven that [xi , x~Jz8” = 1 (1 < i < j < n) in all 
cases. Q.E.D. 
Consider Eqs. (43)and(44) of Theorem 16. Assume that Xip=-(&, o+,)#([Lv~ ,r,]) 
or 0 (1 < i < n, 1 < 4 f m) is their solution. Then we call it a normal solution 
of (43) and (44). 
COROLLARY 21. If n = 3, i.e., G/G, is a direct product of three cyclic groups, 
then D,(G) = G4 . 
Proof. It is easy to show that there exists a normal solution in (43) and (44) 
of Theorem 16 when any one of the following three conditions is satisfied 
2”W[%, 43 = 0, 2896([x~ ) x.pJ) = 0, 29([x, , xp]) = 0. 
In the following Cases 1 and 2, and the first half of Case 3, it may be reduced to 
the case that there exists a normal solution. 
case 1. pl = p2 > /I$. Put h,* = ha,llha,lz. h,* = hplh”;n, h,* = h, with 
an odd integer alla22 - a,,a,, , and xi* = w(hi*) (1 < i < 3). Then we have 
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2”3([x 2*, $@a]) = 2’ns(a,4([xl , ~$1) + ape#([x2, x@])), and hence it is easy 
to choose a,, , a,, , a,, , and a,, as fdows. ~21~([~1 , $1) + a22#([x2, &!I) = 0 
and u11uS2 - a12af1 is odd. 
Case 2. /3, > p2 = ,I!$. Put h,* = hl, h,* = h>ah”,aa, h,* = hph”,ss with 
an odd integer uz2u, - a,+~, , and Xi* = w(hi*) (I < i < 3). Then we have 
*([xl*~ @91 = -w%*, 49) = -~22~([X2 , $11, - %vqCxs , 49 = 
%lbCXl~ 49 + %?dN x1, x3]), and hence similarly we may take #([x1*, ~,*8]) = 0. 
Case3 I% > B2 > I&. Put #([xl, $1) = (l/&)A - A, $([xl, @I) = (l/&)B .B, 
and #([x2, @I) = (l/&JC . C, where (2,&) = (2, g) = (2,Q = 1. Assume 
that C 3 B. Put h,” = h, , h,* = hphp, h,* = h, with an odd integer uz2 , 
then we have #([x8*, ~*@a]) = &#([x, , ~$1) + +&([xx2, ~$1) with uSI = 
(A/P,> 41 2 and hence we may take uil , uz2 such that $([x,*, x~~z]) = 0 and us2 
is odd. Similarly if A < B or A Z (,8&&)B or A > (,kJ&JC or B > (,81/,f$)C, 
then we may take #([x1*, x$~I]) = 0 or $([xl*, xg@l]) = 0 or #([xX1*, ~$6 1) = 0 
or #([x1*, x$@l]) = 0 for a suitable change of base (h, , h, , h3}, respectively. 
Therefore we may assume that 
A>B>C, A<(f-)B, A<(-$-)C, ami B<(-f)C. 
(55) 
On the other hand Eqs. (43) and (44) have an integral solution if and only if the 
equations 
have an integral solution for each fixed r (1 < r ,< nz), since $([xi , y,J) = 
c lSr<m ei,#( yr). Putting dy = df’ * d:j, where (&I, 2) = 1 (1 < i < j < 3), 
assumption (55) means 
1 = d:2 < d:’ < d;‘, dls ( -& r 
i.9 ’ 
and d;’ < ($$-) d:” 
for each r such that a product of some powers of yr’s is contained in G3, since 
(A/&l Cl<&n W% i”#( yJ = ,&dfj#( yr) (1 < i < j < 3, 1 < Y < m) by (7) of 
Proposition 4. Therefore we may assume that there exists only one Y such that 
a product of some powers of yT’s is contained in G’ , and we take Y = m. Thus 
Gs & (ym). In these assumptions we show that there exists an integral solution 
in Eqs. (56) and (57). Put c,, = cc * se , where (sip ,2) = 1 (1 < i < 3, 
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1 < q < m). Let Y be any fixed s&ix of y,.‘s: We consider this condition in the 
following five divided cases. 
and 
(2) C2r > - c,, 2 c17. 
( 1 ;: 
(3) ( 1 
I32 >c Cl7 3 - qir , 
83 
27 * 
(4) (+-) c3r 2 Car z ClT * 
(5) (2) c3r b % 3 C2r. 
Its proof is quite similar in each case. For example, we show it in case (1). 
Equations (56) and (57) are as follows. 
By (59) and (60), we have 
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Substituting these in (58), we have easily 
Let I be a positive integer. If Z(/?l//!?~)(c27/c3r) cM - c3rczq) = 0 (mod(& , CX~)) for 
all 4, then 
which is a contradiction to dc < dA3, unless Z,L$d~2+&,J = 0. Take I = 1, 
and then there exists some Q,, such that @I/~2)((c2,./c3,.) cWO - s3,.cW,) f 0 
(mod& , a,,)). Similarly if 
l (/f$ c3, c2q - (Bz,Z c,, I clq I = O 
e433 9 %>> 
for all q, then 
Thus if 
z 038,Lii %r c2q - UG C3T I clq I = O (mod@, 1 a >>, 
z@I/~2)@2r/C3r) ‘%a - _~39-~2,J = 0 (mod(& , s)) for all 4, then 
Therefore by (63), we may determine a value of XIq, . Now Eq. (56)’ means 
(56)” 
where G3 = (~2). Assume I # m. In (61) and (62), (56)” means restricting 
only on X,, (1 < i < 3) in their right-hand sides. In (63), if Q,, # m, then (56)” 
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means restricting only on Xi, (1 < i < 3): If ~a = m, then we may determine 
Xi, for some 4 (4 # Y, 4 # m) in (63) by (56)” with i = 1. Next assume r = tn. 
Then in (61) and (62), (56)” with i = 3 is canceled by (56)” with i = 1 and 
i = 2, respectively, since (pi , a,,) = ,9$ (1 < i < 3), clns > ca, , and ca, > ca,. 
Let I be a positive integer. If lc,, = 0 (mod@a , w&) for all p, then Zj3&‘#(y,) = 0. 
Here we may determine X,, for some 4 in (61) by (56)” with i = 1. Similarly 
we may determine X,, , for some Q’ in (62) by (56)” with i = 2. Thus Eqs. (56) 
and (57) have an integral solution. Q.E.D. 
In the case when n > 4 we have some conditions such that D,(G) = G, , and 
shall discuss the problem in the case when n 3 4 and construct a counterexample 
to D,(G) = G4 in the case when n = 4 and 2 < m < 4 in a separate note. 
Moreover by Theorem 16, D,(G) consists of some powers of [xi ,4i] (1 < i < 
j < n). I expect that D,(G) is determined concretely by them. 
Note added in proof. I heard from R. Sandling that J. Sjogren also proved 
Corollary 17. 
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